Linux Day Bologna [0]
Saturday, 24 october Italy celebrated Linux Day[1], an event that in the last 14 years has been promoting
Linux and free software ... and a lot more ! :)
More than 90 groups of enthusiasts across Italy worked hard to offer engaging experiences with the goal
of spreading a more open approach to digital culture, animating it by the spirit of sharing!
In Bologna, the preparations were conducted, with the usual commitment, by Erlug association[2] that
organized the celebrations for Linux Day[3], which this year was hosted by the Technical School Istituto
Belluzzi Fioravanti[4]!
Many events were presented and attended by both youngs and adults ... all in a really cool and fun
atmosphere!
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Among the organizations participating at the festivities alongside Erlug itself and RaspiBo[7] there were us
too! CoderDojo Bologna[8]!
Our mentors could not miss a chance to be a part of this celebration dedicated to Open Source!
So, thanks to Erlug, we organized an event to show our "ninjas" (= children visitors) too, little but
growing programmers of the future, that sharing and "remixing" (= modification of existing scratch code)
are not only principles of CoderDojo or of the Scratch community, but are also the basis of many highly
successful "large" projects.
Linux Day gave us a fantastic view of the results that can be achieved by combining several elements
such as active collaboration, commitment to an alternative education system, the call to experimentation
and the liberties offered by free software.
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We were audience to great lessons on sharing thanks to various presentations: like the one that showed
that a different teaching method is possible (and much needed) offered by Renzo Davoli[9], professor at
University of Bologna, a long time evangelist of effective ways to teach computer science.
There were also beautiful demo projects rotating around the Linux ecosystem developed in recent years
by students, professors and alumni of the Belluzzi-Fioravanti School. Not forgetting the technical
presentations from veteran professionals.
Friends of the RaspiBo project have exhibited their coolest creations, exciting young and adult visitors
with robots, 3D printers and many other compelling projects.
In the afternoon, CoderDojo Bologna celebrated Linux Day too in its own way!
To continue with the recurring theme of this great day we chose to propose a "Free Style" Dojo to offer
the "ninjas" (participants) a chance to give full rein to their creativity!

Volunteering for this session were Alessandro, Marco, Raffaele, Daniele, Gabriele, Fabio (directly from
the newly formed Dojo in the nearby town of Monte SanPietro) and the ever-present black belt ninja
Giacomo. They explained to the young Scratch users what an operating system is and why Linux is given
an official celebrative day on its own, in which we all love to participate.
After getting to know more about the world of Linux, the "ninjas" were encouraged to push their
creativity to extreme limits ... in complete freedom!
On this Linux-Dojo mentors didn't put forward a tutorial, nor a theme ... every "ninja" chose a project on
his own to start coding. And some chose to get help from other participants with their projects.

Events such as Linux Day are special occasions for us mentors of CoderDojo Bologna. They give us the
opportunity to raise awareness, not only among the "ninjas", but also among their families about those
issues that are so dear to us, such as: * the appraisal of individual creative expression, even when they are
"outside the box" * and the importance of collaboration and sharing, even when working on different
projects.
To see the full schedule of LinuxDay 2015 in Bologna and relive this wonderful experience, thanks to the
content provided by the speakers, please click this link[10]
May every day be a Linux Day !!! :)
Be Cool
Authors note: because we strongly believe in what we teach and in what we wrote in this article, you
should know that the 4 authors actively contributed to its drafting using online collaboration tools
• See more at: http://www.coderdojobologna.it/#sthash.CyLWQgBB.dpuf[11]
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